9:30 am – Workshop Welcome
9:35 am – Leading Organization-wide Asset Management Using The 4 C’s –
Collaboration, Capacity, Culture and Council
Opening Presentation by Session Moderator, David Allen, retired CAO, former
Co-Chair of the AMBC Community of Practice. David will set the stage for the
Physical Capital Workshop by presenting an overview of the importance of
Operationalizing Asset Management at an organization-wide level.
David Allen has over 20 years of experience in various local government management
and senior administration roles in British Columbia, retiring from a full-time career in
2021. During his career in local government David has collaborated, initiated, and
overseen improvements to organizational capacity and structure, corporate culture,
David Allen
and Asset Management for Sustainable Service Delivery. He served as Co-Chair of Asset
Management BC Community of Practice from 2011 to 2020.

9:50 am – Qathet Regional District’s Asset Management Journey
Nancy Schmeister, Manager of Technical Services with qathet Regional District will share details of the
Regional District’s asset management journey and will focus on the tools and practices that they have
put in place to take a capital project from its evaluation stage through to ensuring that the new physical
capital is properly captured, componentized and mapped in their asset registry. She will present their
data-driven State of Assets report template recently approved by their Board and will speak to some of
the challenges they are working to overcome as they strive to “operationalize” asset management at an
organization-wide level.

Nancy Schmeister

Nancy Schmeister is the Manager of Technical Services with qathet
Regional District, formerly the Powell River Regional
District. Nancy has worked for the Regional District for just under
20 years in multiple departments from Planning to Cemetery
Administration to GIS to Communications. This varied experience
has benefitted her greatly in her current position in the Asset
Management, Strategic Initiatives and Technical Services
Department. Nancy received a Professional Certificate in Asset
Management Planning through NAMS and IPWEA in 2017. She did
a presentation with her team at the 2019 AMBC Conference about
qathet Regional District’s asset management journey and has
written a number of case studies that have been featured in
AMBC’s Newsletters.
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10:35 am – City of Mission’s Asset Management Roadmap
The City of Mission’s Asset Manager, Jason Kinch, will present an overview of the City’s Asset
Management Roadmap and in particular the work completed to plan the operationalizing of the Level of
Service (LoS) Framework. The City’s Asset Management Leadership Team (AMLT) assembled an Asset
Management Roadmap for advancement of the City’s Asset Management program, and a number of the
items identified for action related to operationalizing the LoS Framework. Mission staff decided to take
advantage of the Operationalizing Asset Management program put on by Asset Management BC as a
means of uncovering the best strategy to move the Level of Service project forward. Jason will discuss
the process followed to identify barriers hindering the City’s ability to operationalize its LoS Framework
and the Business Case that was prepared for overcoming them.
Jason Kinch is a Professional Engineer with a variety of experience working in both
the public and private sectors where he has held exciting jobs ranging from structural
engineer to chief building/plumbing inspector, and building scientist. Jason is a
Certified Asset Management Professional (CAMPTM) and has been with the City of
Mission’s Asset Manager for close to five years, in charge of facilitating exciting
projects such as preparing an asset management roadmap, levels of service
framework, and risk/criticality framework. In his spare time Jason enjoys stargazing
as an “armchair astronaut” and various outdoor recreation activities with his wife
and two young children.
Jason Kinch
11:00 am – Brave Move: Introducing the City of Castlegar’s Infrastructure
Investment Levy
The City of Castlegar has made great strides in Asset Management planning and funding in a short
period of time. It takes good data, a relatable story and a brave Council but it can be done. Chris Barlow,
CAO with the City of Castlegar, presents an overview of how the City implemented an Infrastructure
Investment Levy and will illustrate what went well and some lessons learned.

Chris Barlow is the CAO with the City of Castlegar, a role he has held since 2017. He started with the City of
Castlegar in 2004 as an Engineering
Technician and advanced through a number
of roles to become the Director of
Transportation and Civic Works before
becoming CAO. This career path gave him
insight into the importance of asset
management and the risks associated with
not funding asset renewal appropriately.
Before moving to Castlegar, Chris worked for
the City of Red Deer in the Public Works and
Engineering Departments for 4 years. His 22
years of municipal experience is
supplemented by a varied career including
logging, land surveying and working in an
underground coal mine.
Chris Barlow
11:40 am – AMBC Presents: 2022 Training Opportunities and Call for Applications!
David Albrice, of AIM, AssetInsights Management is a familiar face at Asset
Management BC, having delivered Level of Service curriculum to multiple cohorts in the
province through thenow completed MAMP program.
In closing, David will present an overview of new training opportunities through AMBC,
and announce the Call for Applications for the new program.

David Albrice

